Spontaneous duplication loss and breakage in Caenorhabditis elegans.
Duplications in Caenorhabditis elegans spontaneously delete at frequencies ranging from 10(-4) to 10(-5). We have analyzed the structure and mitotic stability of 33 deleted duplications resulting from spontaneous breakage events. (i) Breakage usually occurred at a variety of sites; that is, there were no hot spots for breakage. An exception was the spontaneous breakage of the X chromosome into which hDp14 was inserted. These breaks were close to or at the site of the chromosome I insertion; therefore, the insertion created a type of fragile site. (ii) Spontaneous duplications often had complex structures. In some cases, their structures were most simply resolved by proposing that the progenitor duplication was a ring chromosome with a superimposed inversion. Most of the proposed ring chromosomes were mitotically unstable, suggesting that ring structures increase the frequency of chromosome loss. (iii) Clusters of spontaneous deletion events were rarely observed, suggesting that the majority of spontaneous breakage events probably occurred during meiosis. (iv) A minority of the spontaneous breakage events were associated with linkage to an autosome. Like free duplications of chromosome I, these linked duplications tended to segregate from the X chromosome in males. (v) Three meiotic mutants, him-3, him-6, and him-8, had no effect on somatic loss of the duplications but did reduce the frequency of breakage events. Given the conclusion that chromosome breakage is a meiotic event, these data are consistent with the function of the three meiotic genes being restricted to meiosis.